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A new fair society model for our world 

 

Have you had enough of today’s New World Order with its robbing and 

plundering triad of Vatican, royalty and banks with their states, governments, 

parliaments and politicians whose sole purpose is to rob the world 

population? 

 

If you are aware of the above, you probably also know that ALL religions are 

invented by the Vatican to control us, and know that the vast majority of our 

world’s leading politicians are in service to the Vatican-royalty-bankster-

gangster triad in charge of the monetary system, legal system and the 

political system. These run our lives from behind the scenes with the help of our 

own politicians in their service. 

 

Popes, leading church leaders, royalty, politicians and other highranking 

freemasons all over the world are pedophile satanists whereof many, many of 

them after sexually abusing very young children, murder them in occult rituals 

and drink their blood in belief that doing so will rejuvenate themselves to a 

long life. Unfortunate for them, reality shows that drinking other peoples’ blood 

can lead to transfering whichever disease these have over to themselves.  

 

You probably know by now that all States are enCORPorated into the occult 

CORPORATION = the triad described above who today, with their fraudulent 

banks’ abracadra-money-our-of-thin-air racket, control the world in their 

favor.  

 

Like us and many others, you probably long for and dream of living in a much 

more fair and prosperous world for all with systems that serve OUR needs and 

take care of our seniors in ways that provide them a quality life for the 

duration of their stay on Earth.  

 

We can think of only one viable alternative, one that would resolve all of 

today’s challenges and make the world a fantastic place to live in no matter 

where you live on our planet.  

 

That alternative has to be something like a full Open Source self-governing 

direct democracy model with a service system lead by a panel of our 

planet’s finest experts in all necessary and important areas that serve us – with 

no decisive power or ability to override decisions made by local communities 

in any country, no matter where we live - implementing what is decided by 

majority vote of at least 55%.  

 

Today’s political and CORPorative run parasitic systems will cease to exist 

when enough of us awaken to the truth about how today’s rulers and leaders 

plunder us and hold us in bondage with debt and created diseases from 

vaccines, food and radiating technology that cost us a fortune in money and 

stolen years of our lives to keep them in power as the most rich people on the 

planet from our money.  
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These people have in secret turned our countries into private-owned 

CORPorations called States. Notice that we write CORP in capital letters 

because those who run our lives from behind the scene uses a legal system 

called Maritime Law and that this CORPoration is their body that they are.  

 

Vatican City, City of London and Washington DC are three CORPorations that 

are not part of the countries they are in. They are all bodies belonging to the 

New World Order triad of religion, royalty and a well-known banking family 

and their associate bankers.  

 

This triad represent the three sides of the pyramid, with the all-seeing eye of 

their god, Lucifer, shining their evil light into our societies in ways that rob us 

flat and abuse us to kill each other in wars that THEY invent so we can die for 

them to profit them when they rebuild countries and put their own people in 

power of government - so they can control and steal these countries’ 

valuables with their own laws – the above Maritime Law – which is not a 

country’s law.  

 

The pyramid triad also control the world through their private-owned and 

controlled CORPorate organisations we know as UN, EU, NATO, IMF, Federal 

Reserve, World Bank, Wall Street, WHO, NASA, CIA, MI6, Interpol, the Red Cross 

and several others including CFR (Council of Foreign Relations), the Bilderberg 

group and the Club of Rome/Council of 300 and other entities they use to 

suppress and rip us off under the guise of "serving humanity".  

 

Their international freemason system of Knights of Malta, Knights Templars, the 

Jesuits, Scottish Rite, the Mormon church and hundreds of other lodges 

around the globe is their secret meeting place where they concoct their next 

robbery of their country’s peoples’ rights and valuables – executed by each 

country’s government, assembled with members from these lodges. 

 

Our problem as a world population is that the heads of this New World Order 

monster do not see any use for us in the future. They have plans to more or 

less eradicate most of us so they can have this beautiful planet to themself 

without us.  

 

Because of this humanity need to wake up and engage in a peaceful battle 

against these merciless globalist killers. The best way we can see that can 

take our rights back and save our lives is called cooperation. Unless we start 

cooperating in setting up a new world society for US, by stopping to vote for 

our suppressors and traitors, and instead aim at setting up the above 

proposed Open Source self-governing direct democracy, and make it, we 

might be history before we know. Because the way they are getting rid of us is 

through our dependency upon high radiating technology that most of us is 

too fond of to let go.  
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By implementing self-governing direct democracy we will be in position to 

immediate vote for banning and dismantling of all dangerous radiating 

technologies that now threatens our life existence. We must also start to take 

care of our health by growing and eating our own organic food, purify our 

drinking water and never again take vaccines or medication that we know 

are weapons of mass destruction of humanity.  

 

Replacing the scam of politics, state and government with an Open Source 

self-governing direct democracy model, will be like resurrecting our own 

countries, our rights and at the same time providing ourselves a potential 

fantastic future defined and decided by ourselves in our favor as a One World 

Society without politics.  

 

A Open Source self-governing direct democracy model opens up for the 

possibility of SERVING OURSELVES a miniature paradise-like reality in our own 

local communities in cities and rural communities alike across the world. We 

can do that because this new model has no owners to issue money which 

means that we can allow ourselves as much money we want to make this 

fantastic dream come true.   

 

This Open Sourced service system, lead by our finest expertise in all areas we 

need to enjoy life to its fullest potential, will be obligated by a law that WE 

create that states that whatever a local community need or desire of services 

or public buildings for education, local hospitals or for various forms of activity, 

leisure and enjoyment, is granted, provided and built once a local 

community vote of at least 55% say yes to it. In short any one of us can enter 

proposals which then automatically get sent out to everyone living in that 

local community to be read and voted over. Mind, these proposals must be 

very well documented and described as something the local community 

need or will benefit great from, before being sent out. Whenever such 

proposals reach a 55% or more majority vote, the service system is by law 

obligated to start planning and building and providing what the proposal 

describe with no right to turn down any majority agreed upon project.  

 

Any member of the service system attempting to delay, hinder or otherwise 

boycot the projects can be fired as well as risk losing benefits from one or 

more of their four bank accounts that everyone have to their name from 

birth. These are:  

 

1. one account is filled up with each one’s part of the profits from sales of 

our joint owned oil, gas, gold, silver, water resources, electricity and 

other income our country gets from sales abroad of natural resources 

belonging to all of us: resource account. This resource account is not 

for your personal use but for use to improve what we need the most in 

our country in your name. 

2. the second account is set up from birth to allow you to buy all you 

need of food, clothing, a non-luxury home with furniture and what you 

need for survival and some more. This is your birth right grant account.   
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Any form of luxury items you will have to work for, such as a car, TV, 

computer, a second home, a boat or a cabin, a home more 

expensive than considered the norm, for example expensive furniture, 

holidays and the like - having to work at least 4 days a week, 6 hours a 

day, 9 months a year is necessary for our society to function as 

somebody must do the work planning and building everything we 

want – and run our services of senior homes, schools, kindergartens, 

transportation, building roads and the like.  

3. the third account is a self-realization grant which is available to 

anyone who need help or money to self-realize one’s own ideas, 

talent, projects or finance cost of creating prototypes or have a song 

recorded and whatever else you need help or money for to make your 

dreams come true on the one hand, and serve our society something 

we can enjoy or that we need, on the other.  

 

This grant has no upper limit because sometimes bright minds come up 

with great ideas for projects that can cost millions to produce a 

prototype for, a product or something else that can bring billions back 

to our country and us.  

4. the fourth is our disability and pension account, which will be a 

replacement of income for those who suffer an accident or reach 

senior status at around 55 years of age. Disability support will be very 

generous, because some of us might have to travel abroad to receive 

expensive treatment to recover.  

 

The senior account will be same in size for everyone going into 

retirement. The amount of money seniors will be granted will be equal 

to the average salary our country’s population have in total.  

 

Should an administrator of the service system attempt to be disloyal their 

pension will be reduced by 50% or what is needed for rock bottom survival. 

These must expect to maybe work until they are 70.  

 

The minimum community size could be a few villages – with say a minimum 

community size of 5,000. Any good idea that benefits many can be entered, 

for example you think your village/part of city/county needs a new road, 

highspeed fibre optic line, free telephony from every streetlamp via fibre 

optic connection, hospital, community centre with high quality organic food 

in the store combined with a cafe, swimming pool or community hall for 

entertainment.   

 

The parameters to the community size can be amended to increase to larger 

communities, like parts of cities, whole cities, regions or the whole country.  

 

Everyone will be given a benefits card which can be used to get free organic 

food, organic clothing, organic cleaning equipment, a free non-luxury house 

up to a certain size defined by family size and free basic furnishing for one’s 
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home.  

 

Because we wish to promote optimal health, we propose that everyone who 

buys organic food get that for free, while those with bad habits who want to 

keep eating unhealthy fast food must pay for it from their own income. Bad 

food will not be free. Fast fooders will also have to pay their own medical 

expenses. 

 

Since we produce fuel and electricity from our joint owned natural resources 

belonging to all of us, we get fuel for the cost of production plus delivery to 

pumps, probably in the amount of some 35 cents a liter.  

 

Our future self-governing real direct democracy will be 100% Open Source in 

the spirt of Robert David Steel’s ideas ensuring everyone has access to 

everything – in other words – complete transparency. All meetings will be 

filmed live and all documentation will be available on the Open Source 

platform so that absolutely everyone everywhere can view everything – also 

in retrospect. THIS is the principle of Open Source.  

 

Let’s talk about money. 

 

Today’s monetary system is created from abracadabra non-existing money 

conjured out-of-thin-air with no basis in any real values, such as you are as 

producer of ideas and creators with your working hands making our societies 

function in so many ways that we lack nothing. We are REAL money. What we 

create is real value.  

 

See it this way: today nearly everyone owes money to banks, but where do 

banks got the money they lend us from? Thin air? I think you get the picture. 

We would rather put our money on ourselves as the real producers of value.   

 

In the long run banks will become superfluous being replaced by a new 

value-based system which allows direct bartering between individuals, 

communities or countries.  

 

In an interim period however we can just play THEIR game and create 

money-out-of-thin-air for our own domestic economies – printing monopoly-

style paper notes or the now more frequent digital money scam, printing or 

typing in as many noughts (zeros) as we self choose so everyone in our 

country has a good life. This will be possible because we can vote on the 

immediate closure of all banks in our country in favor of our OWN peoples’ 

bank, owned by us, which can then print out fake money to kingdom come to 

provide us a great life – after all it’s nobody else’s business what we do inside 

our country.  

 

With regards to international trade we will trade in "real values" when buying 

food or other goods from other countries. The way it works is that we let them 

buy oil, gas, electricity, drinking water, gold and silver and other real produce 
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we make with our ingenuity and hands paid in their fake money. So when we 

buy what we need from them that is real value for us, we simply pay them 

back with THEIR own fake money, and in doing so there will be no complaint, 

since that money came from them in the first place!  

 

Most countries in the world are today hijacked by fake Maritime Law allowing 

traitors within our countries to steal everything from us.  Today they use piracy 

contracts rather than binding agreements. The piracy Maritime Law will cease 

to exist as contracts are just what the word implies - con-tracts = fake opening 

for trade allowing the seller to change the terms. Have you ever heard the 

state/government/politicians say: "it went over budget"? Of course it goes 

over budget when your government have created fake laws allowing for it so 

that businesses within the Bilderberg group can rip a country off by doubling 

the end sum of what they bid for the job in the first place.  

 

Whist we are speaking of law, we, the people of the world as well as all other 

life on earth are equals to each other. No matter what color we are, we are 

all made by One Creator. All Creation on earth is made by One Creator and 

only One Creator can decide laws that are valid, and not some group of self-

appointed "leaders" wanting control over others making up their own laws 

and jurisdictions to give them power to steal our joint-owned resources and 

their profits, and share those with the international banking and business 

friends at the expense of the populations that are being ripped off that then 

no longer have money to finance their social services, health care and 

pensions that now have to be financed by everyone in the country, deducted 

from everyone’s pay check every month.   

 

The one law that is valid on Earth and for everyone on Earth is the Law of One, 

also known as Universal Law. The Law of One states that all life on every 

planet is equal whether it be human, animal or other life forms, and that each 

and every form of life has the right to live a good life without suppressing 

others as all life is equal.  

 

The Law of One will replace every human made law on Earth today when 

One Creator initiate the new Earth systems that treat everyone alike as 

equals. 

 

Those who call themselves illuminati knows very well that all their man-made 

laws are false and that the Law of One override all human-made laws. The 

illuminati know very well that the Law of One is our Creator’s law and that 

One Creator’s law is above all laws everywhere in Creation including their 

own. The reason why they have made up their own laws anyway and forced 

them upon us, is because One Creator have set that into motion to create 

emotional havoc upon Earth. This is because part of our reason to exist upon 

Earth is so that One Creator can learn through us how it is to feel every little 

increment of every possible felt feeling from every possible situation we 

encounter en masse through our lives. This is done deliberate to us without us 

knowing about it, so we would play the hate and shame games along with 
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the love and fame games which are two opposites on the emotional felt 

scale of feelings of negativity and positivity, so that Creator can measure how 

much pain our bodies can feel in each given situation, to learn everything 

One possible can learn from bodies like ours of matter that can feel.  

 

We are precursor races to new races under development to bring both man 

and animal into position of becoming teachers and students to life elsewhere 

in space who have no knowledge of what you have done on Earth or how it 

is to feel the way life on Earth feels. You will teach them in your next body, 

everything they need about this so they can study you and upgrade 

themselves to be a new, and more useful resource for One Creator in 

Creator’s search for anything that One do not know or am.  

 

We are One’s pioneers and discoverers of ???? and that is why life on Earth 

and elsewhere exist. We are now in a time of transition into our next future life 

which is why life on earth now is in transition that will bring people together in 

Oneness in cooperation with one another in one another’s favor.  

 

This channeled information include the aforementioned One World Society 

model with submodels for a more fair and beneficial life for all beings on 

Earth, both man and animal. This is why we now see old political towers 

crumbling and alternative voices crying out for a new and more fair and 

beneficial society for all which is in accordance with One Creator’s plan, as 

One Creator is the mind and enactor of bringing our upcoming One World 

Society to Earth to benefit all of us. 

 

One country after another will see that the new One World Society model is 

so amazing beneficial and great and fair for everyone that it’s impossible to 

discard it. Those who do, do not want change for the better for everyone. 

These are the ones who most likely have most to loose as they can no longer 

leech in on peoples’ wallets like today.  

 

We must expect that the new system will be adopted by populations once 

one country demonstrates how fantastic well this system works for everyone. 

Which country comes first is up to One Creator to decide. What we are told is 

that the system will be introduced to the world population in the not too 

distant future from 2019. 

 

Open Source self-governing direct democracy allows each and every one in 

each country to see for themself absolute everything that our new service 

system, that run our country for us without power of decision, does, as that 

power belong to the majority vote of the communities who have decided 

with a minimum of 55% to have a described specific project built, or specific 

services provided to them.   

 

In a direct democracy of this type there is no room for religious, monetary, 

political, royalty or business CORPorative suppression. All these power 

structures that run our countries and lives through their lies, suppression, 
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money and laws today will no longer exist once a country’s majority of voters 

say NO to prolongating this very, very criminal and destructive suppression of 

our societies.  

 

Many of you will wonder how all this can happen, but many people are 

screaming for change in their favor and already talking about direct 

democracy in some countries or parts of a country in Europe. In addition 

there are more and more upcoming political leaders that dare speak up 

against, and expose, the criminal elite that control and run our countries with 

the help of corrupt bought and paid for politicians who betray their own 

people and countries for personal benefits. Some of these are known names 

as Nigel Farage, Marine Le Pen, Geert Wilders, Robert David Steele, Alex 

Jones, Viktor Orban and many others around the world. Our planet is 

awakening to embrace a new dawn of prosperity and fairness for all.  

 

Many people working for the state today have no idea what a state is - a 

vehicle set up to rob and plunder the people with the use of politicians who 

pretends to work for the best for the people, while in reality they work AGAINST 

their country and people in favor of a global elite. 

 

As the state vanish with the introduction of the new One World Society model 

honest people working in the old state system will have no problems working 

for the service system, as they know all about setting up working systems to 

make the transition from parliamentarism to self-governance smooth and easy.  

  

Honest military and police will be a necessary and welcome resource to help 

us set up a functioning self-governing direct democracy system during the 

transition period where we will be susceptible to attacks by the powers that be. 

 

Doctors will no longer prescribe medication or vaccination to profit a medical 

industry that have no interest in us and our lives except our money. These must 

expect to add new knowledge to their titles because our new society model 

will be based upon nutritional health and not pills.  

 

The above are just a few examples of how beneficial a Open-Source self-

governing direct democracy system can be for us, so please share this game-

changing information with as many as possible.  We need the seed spread to 

the entire world. 

 

Just remember that Law of One regard all life equal and that we need to 

implement that into our daily lives. Welcome to tomorrow’s potential paradise 

starting today with your help and support. 

 

We ask for no money – just your open mind assisting us in spreading this 

information which is necessary to enlighten the world population so that we 

together can set up and create a more fair, beneficial and prosperous world 

for us all.  


